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The presence of plasma has a profound effect on the properties of 
antenna. A generalised analysis of the non-planar dipole antenna 
in plasma medium is presented. Mathematical expressions for the 
far field radiation patterns are developed and calculations are mode 
to predict the effect of the centre-fed half-wave and full-wave dipole 
antenna immersed in a weakly ionised plasma. Typical plots and 
tables are given to elucidate the theoretical results.
1. I ntroduction
In recent communications (Kosta 1969, 1967) theoretical studies are made to 
investigate the effect of feed point displacement on the centre-fed dipole antenna 
and important applications of feed displacements have been pointed out. Kosta 
(1970) has also treated in detail the effect of feed points displacement on the 
radiation patterns of a centre fed dipole antenna, immersed in a weakly ionised 
plasma medium. Using the concept of inclined linear antenna, a non-planar 
dipole antenna (NPD) has been investigated (Singh 1971). The specific features 
of this antenna configuration is that it acts as a source of complex radiation,
i.o., the field radiated by the antenna gives three components of E vector along 
the three orthogonal axes, while a simple linear dipole gives only one E vector 
either horizontal or vertical, depending upon the orientation of the dipole. From 
the theoretical analysis and experiments, it is found that the J7-plane pattern 
for the NPDA is not as sharp a that of the conventional dipole pattern for any 
value of displacement. The H plane pattern for the conventional dipole is 
omnidirectional but that of the NPDA with transversely and arbitrarily dis­
placed feed points, it is ©llipxical for any value of displacement. In this paper 
it is proposed to study theoretically the radiation pattern of a centre fed non- 
planar dipole antenna immersed in weakly ionised compressible warm plasma. 
In a wawm compressible plasma there are, in genera), three types of waves on the 
surface of the antenna : electromagnetic (EM), electro-acoustic and surface waves 
(Wunsch 1968). Out of these, surface wave is non-radiating and exists at all 
frequencies if the plasma is compressible. Further, in a warm oontinuupi fluid
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plasma tho eloctromagnetic and eloctro-acouatic fields remain uncoupled. There­
fore, for analysis, those fields can bo separated into two independent modes, viz., 
E M  and P  modes rospoctively. A linearized theory is used so that the isotropic 
electron plasma may bo regarded as a single fluid continuum. The effects of the 
characteristics of the non-planar dipole antenna have been discussed for three 
values of propagation constant, /? =r /? =  and /?
2 . M a t h e m a t ic a l  A n a l y s is
The presence of the plasma affects not only tl^o form of the current distribu­
tion on the antenna, but it also alters the propagation constant for the current 
distribution. Recent theoretical studies by Lin & Mei (1968) and by Wunscli.
(1968) suggest that tht  ^ current distribution on a tliin resonant antenna imme^’sed 
in an isotropic plasma can bo assumed to bo sinusoidal for (co^ /w)® ^  0.80. iBut 
there are different opinions about the value of the projiagation constant, 
propagation constant for this current distribution can be taken to be equal' to 
either that of the plasma wave, as is done by Cook & Edgar (1966), or that of tire 
electromagnetic wave, as is suggested by Chen et al (1967), and by Judson et al
(1968), who from their theoretical and experimental studies of linear antennas 
in a plasma, maintain that a reasonable theoretical models for the antejina 
current can bo obtained by putting /i — fie in the sinusoidal current distribution 
for wj) < o). Tlierofore, it is better to study tho radiation properties of antenna 
in plasma by assuming a general propagation constant, as is done in this paper. 
The plasma is assumed to bo ]i.omogenous, neutral and in unj)erturbed state. 
The perturbation of the plasma due to the radiating source is also small so that 
the linearized equations are valid. The plasma is also assumed to bo lossless 
and free of static electric and magnetic flolds. The basic equations in spherical 
polar coordinate for obtaining tlie electromagnetic and plasma for zone fields of 
a thin antenna in a warm plasma liave. been derived by Wait (1964a, 1965a).
Fig. 1 shows the geometry and the coordinate system of the non planar dipole 
antenna. The arms AB  and CD are inclined by an angle and oc^  with respect 
to the Z  axis and lies in the X -Z  plane and Y -Z  plane respectively. On resolving, 
we got four components. Components (1 ) and (2) due to the inclined arm AB, 
while the components (3) and (4) due to the inclined arm CD. The components 
(1) and (4), being in same axis, can be added to give th e lo ta l value of the oohi- 
ponent along the Z  axis. Lot A B  aaxd CD, the two half portions of tho antenna 
which may bo considered to cojisist of a large number of veiy small elements 
dz\ each have a constant current I(Z). The fai field of an element dz' in a loss­
less plasma is given by
dEfi — I{Z) dz* sin 0
invn exp(jo)«—/?ero)exp(j/?e^' cos 9)
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whor® ^  intrinsic impedance of the plsisma medium, intrinsic impedance 
of free space and 7} =  ( ^ ^ j =  12Qf7r.
To obtBtin th,6Se fiolds a current distribution is to bo assunied which is found 
to bo valid under above mentioned conditions i.e.,
I{Z) =  Im pin/?(L—.Z), for Z >  0
=i= /tw sin/?(L+Z), for Z <  0. . . .  ( 1)
2nwhere is the current amplitude and ^  is the general propagation 
constant.
where
Fig. 1. Layout and coordinate system of the non-planar dipole antenna.
Thus the total far field at a far point is given as
1 </>){ =  [\ 9 6 )  I H  1 Ey{0,0 )  1 2 +  I E,(0,4>) 1 2 ] i .
Ez(0, <f>) =  B  cos oci J exp(j/^gZ' cos ^),sin fi(L—Z')dz'
-\-B cos ajj J exp(—jy?gZ' cos 0).mnfi(L+Z')dz\
—£(
Ey(d, =  B' sin iXi J oxp(jfie Y  sin ^ sin 0).sin fl{L ~  Y)dy.
(2)
... (3) 
... (4)
E^{9, iff) = B" sin /  exp(j/?gjf sin d sin ^ ).sin fi(L~X)dx. ... (5)
0
where
JJ„ j/?eZ J»,(l—sin® SCOH* )^* /• 4 o V 
------------  e x p ( j u t - M -
2.1 Far Zone Field of E M  Wave
Using the standard integral formula and simplifying the eqs. (3), (4) and (5),
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eax
J sin (f/+bx) =
we get,
p - f i
{sin(P)—ffl sin pL  cos 0}. (6)
W . M  y  =
+j{sin(S)—a sin d sin <j> sin PL)'\. . (7)
where
+j{sin(T)—a sin 0 cqs <j> sin PL}]. (8)
P  =  Pe{L OOP d)
S =  Pe(L sin ff sin 
T — Pg(I/sin 0 COB
Eqs. (6), (7) and (8) give the far zone fields of the PM  waves of the NPD  antenna.
2.2 Far Zone Field of P-Wave 
Using the relations
H
V  J  =  -jotq
where H  ie magnetic field vector, E  is eloctiic field vector and Z  is intrinsic 
impedance for plasma medium. We obtain
q =  ooaPiL—Z') for 0 <  Z' <  L. ... (9a)
q = ( ^ ^ ) l „ t o o a p ^ L + Z ’) f o t - L < Z ' < Q .  ... (9b)
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Using basic equations, the following expressions for the perturbation of the
plasma density arc obtained,
=  Jlf[oos cos a, |  e'JSp*'eo«»i.cos fi(L+Z')dz''],
=  Jf[sin «i /  expijfip y  sin  ^sin ^ ).oos fi{L~ Y)dy].
(10 )
(II)
»i* =  “a J sin 0 cos ^ ).cos fi{L—X)dx]. (12)
Now using the standard integral formula and carrying out the integration 
and simplifying, we get
M
”i* — (jQg2 [(®®® ai+sos ai){fip cos 9 cos (X)—^p cos 9 cos fiL
-j(co8 «!—cos aj){/ff sin fiL~Pp cos 9 sin (X)}],
M sin CL-,
»'i» =  \{P sin ^ L -fip  sin d sin 0 sin(Z')}
«i. =
where
(13)
(14)
(15)
+j{fip sin 9 sin (j> oos(Z"')—/?p sin ^ sin 0 cos pL}\
JIfsina- rrn . „
^
+j{/?p cos ^  cos( V)—Pp cos 4> cos /JL}].
X = fip{L cos )^
Z!* =  ( i  sin (9 sin ^ )
Y — fip{L sin 9 cos 0)
Eqs. (13), (14) and (16) give the far zone fields of the P-waves of the JSPD 
antennas.
2.3 Fidd PaUerna of the Antenna for EM Wave
An expression for the pattern factor for the EM wave mode of a resonaoit 
antenna is obtained by using the relations in terms of electric fields
. = 1
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Now eqs, (6), (7) and (8) can be rewritten as,
1 )^cl z =  “ i+oos a2){ooafP)-cos(27r m)}
+ j(cosai—oosa2){sin(P)—asiii(27rm)cos0}]. ... (16) 
I Ti/a j.\ \ a s in a ,( ]—sin*^sin*^)* f ,a \ m w
I I ’■ =  - R C T i E ^ i i ? ? )  ”■»
+j{sin(/Sf)“-a sin 0 sin <f> sin(27r m)}], ... (17)
\ v / n  I asinajj(l— sin^ ^?cos2 0)^ « ^  .1 m M x =  -  [{oo,(3')-o<»(2,m)(
+j{sin(T)—a sin d oos 0 sin(27r m)}]. ... i (18)
2.4 Field Patterna of the Antenna for P Waves
Expression, for the pattern factor for the P-wave mode of a resonant anteiina 
is obtained from the eqs. (13), (14) and (15) by using the relations
and
a =  (Ae//?),
6 =  V « =  V 1 - ( ‘2 - ) ’
I m  <i>)p\z =  «d{cos(Z)-cos(2»rm)}
—j(cos a^—cos (X2){(lld) sin {inm) see <?—sin(-T)}]. ... (19) 
\ m  <f>)p\Y^ ^ sin(2,rm )-sin  0 Bin(Z)}
+j{sin 0 oos(Z)—sin 0 cos(2;rm)}]. (20)
i^ ’( ^ .^ ) .u  =  ^
+j{cos <l> oos(F)—cos (/> coa(27rm)}]. ... (21)
Thus the total field pattern factor for the P-wave is given as
I m  I = [  I m  <i>)p Mz+1 m  M y+  \ m  <k)p i
From above general expression, E  and H  plane patterns may be derived by 
putting proper values of B and
I t  is appoi’ent that F(B, (f>)e and F(B, </>)p ore functions of Thus in order 
to study the field patterns the value of is to be specified. In the present case 
the field patterns have been investigated for three different values of /?.
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Case I : For fi =  /?,, the parameters reduce to fiL =  2n(LI\),
a = ( ^ )  = b , d = t b .
Vo
Case I I : For fi the parameters reduce to fiL ^  27t6(L/A),
a =  1 , d =  —.
Case I I I : For p  =: Pp, the parameters reduce to pL  — 27t6(o/Vo),(L/A),
d =  1.c
As shown by Chen (1967) an antenna excites plasma waves in the range
0.7 ^  ^  1 (where is the average plasma frequency). Keeping this
in view and taking cjvo =  10®, the mathematical expressions for Fge, F^p and
F^p for the three cases have been analyzed.
3. Conclusions
Mathematical expressions for the far field radiation patterns for the EM 
and plasma fields of half wave and full wave non-planar dipolo antoimas have been 
derived. Theoretical results are shown in Figs. 2 to 4. For the purpose of 
investigations tluree cose of propagation constants, namely p = Po, p  ^  pe and 
P Pp have been considered. Tables 1 and 2 show the results of the investiga­
tions. From these tables and plots following conclusions have been drawn :
For P ^  P o ^  pe and L  =; A/4, A/2 (length of dipole).
1. The .£?-plane pattern is figure of eight type with a beam maxima a t 90® 
and the H-plane pattern is circular with s l i^ t  deterioration. As and 
OL^ are increased the .B-plane pattern becomes approximately circular.
2 . For a constant the magnitude of E and H plane patterns decreases 
as increases.
3. If  and cl^  are kept constant then the amplitudes of the fai fields E(Q) 
and (E<1>) ore more in full-wave NPD than half-wave NPD,
For A/4, A/2
1. The £7-plane beam is aplitted and each beam has a marked maxima at 
36® and 144®.
2. The £T-plane pattern is also splitted and takes the shape of bowl.
3. For a constant i%2 magnitude of E and H plane patterns decreases 
as increases.
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Fig, 2. K  and H  piano patterns of non-planar dipolo antenna immersod in a woakly ionised 
plasma for propagation constant
Fig. 3. E, and H  piano patterns of non-planar .dipole antenna immorsed in a weakly ionised 
plasma for propagation constant fi fig.
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b « L «  b ■  D,2, L - 0,
»*% n-i>,
• -  30®, o g  -  BO*
- 4fi®, Og - 30®
Fi^. 4. m  and I I  piano patterns of non-planar clipolo antonna immersed in a weakly ionised 
plasma for propagation oonslant /? ftp.
Table 1 . Study of radiation pattern [F^e) of half-Wtavo non-planar dipole antemia 
immersed in a weakly ionised plasma
6 ■
Combination of 
inclination angle
/? = Po /? = f l-P p '
“i(deg) aa(deg)
Max. 
position 
of the 
beam 
(deg)
Beam
width
(dog)
Max. 
position 
of the 
beam 
(deg)
Beam
width
(deg)
Max. 
position 
of the 
right 
beam 
(deg)
Max. 
position 
of the 
left 
beam 
(deg)
Beam
width
(deg)
0.2 30 30 90 94 90 90 36 144 30
0.2 30 46 90 100 90 108 36 144 30
0.2 30 60 90 134 90 36 144 26
0.2 45 30 90 95 90 108 36 144 36
0.2 46 45 90 134 90 + 36 144 28
0.2 45 60 90 + 00 -f- 36 144 28
0.2 60 30 90 -1- 90 + 36 144 27
0.2 60 45 90 + 90 + 36 144 30
0.2 60 60 90 + 90 + 36 144 30
0.6 30 30 90 97 90 89 36 144 34
0.5 30 45 90 108 90 108 30 144 34
0.5 30 00 90 136 90 H- 36 144 30
0.5 45 30 90 103 90 110 36 144 32
0,5 46 46 90 138 90 + 36 144 32
0.6 45 60 90 + 90 36 144 31
0.5 60 30 90 go -1- 36 144 30
0.5 60 46 90 90 36 144 ■ 30
0.5 60 60 90 + 90 + 36 144 32
- The pattern ia almost circular.
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Table 2 . Study of radiation pattern (jP®*) of full-wave non-planar dipole antenna 
immereed in a weajdy ionised plasma
b
Combination of 
inclination angle
/»0 p  = P ^ P p
ai(deg) “2(<ieg)
Max. 
position 
of the 
beam 
(dog)
Beam
width
(deg)
Max. 
position 
of the 
beam 
(deg)
Beam
width
(deg)
Max. 
position 
of the 
right 
beam 
(deg)
Max. 
position 
of the 
left 
beam 
(deg)
Beam
width
(dog)
0 .2 30 30 90 96 90 98 36 144 34
0 .2 30 46 90 108 90 108 36 144 34
0 .2 30 60 90 + 90 36 144 26
0 .2 45 30 90 06 90 108 36 144 |30
0 .2 45 46 90 + 90 + 30 144 127
0 .2 45 60 90 + 90 + 36 144 ;\27
0 .2 60 30 90 -»• 90 + 36 144 |0
0 .2 60 45 90 H 90 + 36 144 So
0 .2 60 60 20 + 00 + 36 144 3?
0 .5 30 30 90 90 90 90 36 144 34
0 .6 30 46 90 92 90 92 36 144 34
0 .6 30 60 90 144 90 + 36 144 32
0 .5 45 30 90 92 90 92 36 144 33
0 .5 46 45 90 108 90 + 36 144 33
0 .6 45 60 90 + 90 36 144 32
0 .5 60 30 90 + 90 + 36 144 34
0 .5 60 45 90 + 90 + 36 H 4 34
0 .5 60 60 90 + 90 + 36 144 32
The pattern is almost circular.
Prom the above study it is found that the E  plane patterns of the NPDA 
in free space deviates much from the conventional dipole pattern, in the vicinity 
of 0° to 30*^  and 150® to 180® while in plasma media at yff =  /?p, the E  plane patteni 
of NPDA is splitted. The E  plane pattern for the NPDA is not as sharp as that 
of the conventional dipole pattern. The H  plane pattern for the conventional 
dipole is omnidirectional but that of the NPDA with transversely and arbitrarily 
displaced feed points is elliptical. In plasma media, the H  plane pattern for 
^  is circular with slight deterioration and fo:^ fi =  /ipy the S  plane
pattern is splitted and takes the shape of the bowl. A further point of interest 
is that, for a non-planar dipole antenna in free space, the direction of the main 
lobe can be altered merely by alterijrg the value of displacement, over a .range of 
6 from 86° to 100°, without altering the magnitude of the lobe. This could be 
used as a means of steering antexmas. The problem of high speed transmission/ 
reception of various types of data with a possibility of gradual change in the 
polarisation direction of the signal in the long space path, demanded an antenna
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cftpftblo of providing a wide band performance with dual polarisation oharaioter- 
istios. A non planar dipole configuration is one of the solutions to this problem. 
Thus NPD may find important applications in the space communications and 
defence problems.
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